taking REMOTE CONTROL of SECURITY

intelligent

CCTV
At RemGuard Visual Management we have been at
the forefront of remotely monitored CCTV for more

The benefits:

than a decade, continually improving and refining the

Live Intervention

service we offer. We are also actively involved in the

Stops Crime

drive for effective industry standards through our

Economical

membership of the BSIA (British Security Industry

Delivers 24 Hour Protection

Assocation), including BS 8418 which covers detector
activated CCTV.

Prevents False Alarms
The RemGuard ‘intelligent’ event-driven solution, with cameras

Customised to Your Needs

and detectors carefully positioned around a site, linked to our
Remote Video Response Centre (RVRC), is increasingly finding

Offers You Peace of Mind

favour with occupiers of commercial, industrial and public sector

A Powerful Management Tool

premises across the UK – all anxious to protect their property from
harmful attacks.

“

This intelligent CCTV solution has
proven its worth, helping to detect
and crucially lead to the arrest of
two criminals on site at night.

”

Owner – Motorcaravan Dealership

COMBATING false alarms
As events are confirmed visually; false activations are
very much the exception rather than the rule, with
solutions complying with the latest BS 8418 standard
capable of delivering rates of under 10%. Not
surprisingly, this means that the police are enthusiastic
supporters of remotely monitored CCTV.
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“

The RemGuard service
works well...it reacts quickly
and that is important
because thieves can do a
lot of damage to vehicles and
property in a short time.

”

Security Manager – Freight Depot

STOPPING CRIME in its tracks
Today’s security solutions have to be able to stop crime before
real damage can be done, whether it be combating the
headache of low level petty vandalism or hardened criminals
stealing to order. Remotely monitored CCTV certainly scores
highly in this regard, helping to keep your insurers happy and
your premiums under control.

protection

around the clock

CUSTOMISED service
At RemGuard we understand that no two sites are
the same. Unlike many other providers of remotely
monitored CCTV we actually produce our own RemVu
transmission equipment and the sophisticated
software that drives it. As a result when the equipment
is installed on site it is uniquely configured to meet
your individual requirements. Our highly skilled
technical engineers can programme in features so, for
example, gates can be opened automatically if certain

“

Our refuse trucks are
protected both inside
garage areas and out
in the yard.

events occur, or staff can enter a site via a specific

”

Local Authority
Depot Manager

route at key times without comprising the security of
the overall site.
Our event driven service gives peace of

an ECONOMICAL solution

mind day or night, providing a vital first

Remotely monitored CCTV has never been so

line of defence. Its versatility has already

affordable. It costs only a fraction of the price of

been demonstrated in numerous

conventional manned guarding. A special ‘free for

installations across the UK, including:

use’ offer on our transmission equipment, including

Bodyshops

the latest BS 8418 compliant RemVu Aquila, makes
the RemGuard service even more attractive. Available

Builders’ Merchants

to customers who sign-up for a monitoring contract,

Caravan Dealerships

this offer effectively eliminates the cost of the

Concert Halls

equipment, with potential savings running into
thousands of pounds.

Freight Depots
Local Authority Depots
Manufacturing Plants
Motor Dealerships
Office Developments
Quarries
Retail Parks
Schools and Colleges
Sports Grounds
Tourist Attractions

“

When a window was smashed,
RemGuard’s operators
picked it up instantly.

”

Facilities Manager – Concert Hall

“

If anyone tries anything
we have the reassurance that
action will be taken and images
stored for evidential purposes.

how it works

”

General Manager – Motor Dealership

KEY
Out of Hours

Powerful Management Tool
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Remotely monitored CCTV protects sites out of hours.

The capabilities of our advanced remotely monitored CCTV

Strategically placed detectors and cameras are ready to pick-up intruders.

service are constantly being refined. A good example of this is

When detectors are triggered images are transmitted to the Remote

the ability to access images on-site during working hours or by

Video Response Centre (RVRC) via ISDN line or Internet broadband

managers at home around the clock. This can help you to keep

connection.

in touch with what is happening, even in your absence,

At the RVRC operators visually confirm what is happening, issue verbal
warnings and rapidly alert the police. The quality of information
provided ensures a speedy police response and each event is recorded
for possible criminal prosecution.

including checking on the arrival of a crucial delivery.

Setting the standard for remotely monitored cctv
RemGuard Visual Management

QUALITY matters
At RemGuard we take pride in the quality of service
we provide to customers. This commitment is reflected
in the Investors in People award for training and
development and our management systems are
accredited to ISO 9001:2000. The Remote Video
Response Centre (RVRC) also complies with BS 8418 –
the standard for detector activated CCTV – and holds
a National Security Inspectorate (NSI) Gold medal. The
RVRC only employs operators who are trained to the
highest possible standards and security screened in
accordance with BS 7858:2004.
The RemGuard service is available across the UK, backedup by an extensive network of approved installers.

The Mews
Arley Road
Appleton Thorn
Warrington
WA4 4RR
Tel: (0)870 5736482
Fax: (0)870 6030416
Email: remenquiry@remguard.co.uk
Website: www.remguard.com

